Applicator Use Laws
A state-by-state breakdown of the application laws pertaining to professional applicators. This review is in two parts. If you're not familiar with the laws in your state, keep this as a ready reference.

Power Saw Safety
This is the last of a series of three articles designed for the professional power saw user. Our topics covered included selection of a pro-grade saw, maintenance of your saw and safety to you the operator. Arborist Hank Harvey combines his experience and knowledge of tree work and power saws to present this informative safety article.

Grooming the Monster
It was the talk of the golf world during the exciting 54th PGA Championship. Superintendent Ted Woehrle of Oakland Hills Country Club, where the match was held, tells about the elaborate preparations necessary to make a course A-1 for a game. His ideas can be implemented on your course should you have the opportunity to host a tournament.

Hydrilla In Iowa
It's official. Hydrilla has been found viable in Iowa by a 3M Company official. Here's a wrap-up on this discovery and the findings by Robert D. Blackburn of the USDA research center in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Mature Tree Transplants
Golf superintendents were the first to benefit from the concept of instant shade. Now others are looking to tree transplants in landscape design with increasing acceptance. Ross Barnekeow of American Tree & Landscaping Co. describes the advantages of mature tree transplants.

International Shade Tree Conference Report

The Cover
Come to the fair ... with banners streaming, colorful tents and equipment displays. This was the festive atmosphere captured by our camera for this month's cover. Those who attended the recent meeting of the International Shade Tree Conference, Inc. will recall the warm, sunny hospitality of Southern California and the excellent display facilities for this year's meeting.